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His research studies include: 

1. Education and the Semantic Web 

Recent developments in Web technologies and using AI techniques to support efforts in making the Web 

more intelligent and provide higher-level services to its users have opened the door to building the 

Semantic Web. That fact has a number of important implications for Web-based education, since Web-

based education has become a very important branch of educational technology. Classroom 

independence and platform independence of Web-based education, availability of authoring tools for 

developing Web-based courseware, cheap and efficient storage and distribution of course materials, 

hyperlinks to suggested readings, digital libraries, and other sources of references relevant for the course 

are but a few of a number of clear advantages of Web-based education. However, there are several 

challenges in improving Web-based education, such as providing for more adaptivity and intelligence. 

Developments in the Semantic Web, while contributing to the solution to these problems, also raise new 

issues that must be considered if we are to progress. This paper surveys the basics of the Semantic Web 

and discusses its importance in future Web-based educational applications. 

V. Devedzic, “Education and The Semantic Web”, International Journal of Artificial Intelligence in Education 

(IJAIED), Vol.14, 2004, pp. 39-65. 

2.  Metrics for Students’ Soft Skills 

This article presents a systematic approach to defining, applying, evaluating, refining, and revising metrics 

for students’ soft skills—their abilities like critical thinking, problem solving, leadership and responsibility, 

communication, and collaboration. The importance of these skills in educational and work settings is 

growing rapidly. While such skills are easy to notice, they are hard to measure. Metrics do exist, but vary 

from one case to another, and are often rather implicit and vague. Contrary to that, this article proposes 

the use of precisely specified, measurable, low-inference indicators (metrics) to assess soft skills. The 

article also introduces an open set of principles that can be used to guide the specification of concrete, 

evidence-based metrics for different soft skills. Two case studies are used to illustrate the approach. These 

case studies are part of a larger research effort that has developed an open set of metrics for different 



soft skills; some of them are discussed in the article extensively. Generalizing the metrics used in specific 

educational contexts is also discussed. 

V. Devedzic, B. Tomic, J. Jovanovic, M. Kelly, N. Milikic, S. Dimitrijevic, D. Djuric & Z. Sevarac, “Metrics for 

Students’ Soft Skills”, Applied Measurement in Education, Vol.31, No.4, 2018, pp. 283-296. 

3. Grading students' programming and soft skills with open badges: A case study 

Well‐developed programming (technical) skills are very important for software engineers, information 

systems engineers and programmers in general. However, they must also possess relevant personal skills 

(soft skills) to be successful at the workplace (eg, collaboration, solving real‐world problems and 

communication). The latter, however, are rarely assessed and acknowledged in regular software 

engineering courses. This paper describes the results of a small case study involving an extracurricular 

Java programming course in which, in addition to knowledge and skills in relevant technologies, students' 

soft skills were also assessed. As part of the assessment, students have been awarded Open Badges. The 

study was exploratory in nature, aimed at examining Open Badges as a motivational mechanism, students' 

engagement in attaining soft skills and students' perception of soft skills and Open Badges. The results 

suggest that Open Badges may not be so effective in motivating students to complete the assignments 

nor attend the course, although students' perception of Open Badges is generally positive. Soft skills were 

generally perceived as important as hard skills. Students' engagement in attaining soft skills could be 

affected by assignment announcement time and its level of difficulty. 

B. Tomić, J. Jovanović, N. Milikić, V. Devedžić, S. Dimitrijević, D. Đurić, Z. Ševarac, “Grading students’ 

programming and soft skills with open badges – a case study”, British Journal of Educational Technology 

(BJET), 2017. 

4. Textual Affect Communication and Evocation Using Abstract Generative Visuals 

In order to facilitate interaction in computer-mediated communication and enrich user experience in 

general, we introduce a novel textual emotion visualization approach, grounded in generative art and 

evocative visuals. The approach is centered on the idea that affective computer systems should be able 

to relate to, communicate, and evoke human emotions. It maps emotions identified in the text to 

evocative abstract animation. We examined two visualizations based on our approach and two common 

textual emotion visualization techniques, chat emoticons and avatars, along three dimensions: emotion 

communication, emotion evocation, and overall user enjoyment. Our study, organized as repeated 

measures within-subject experiment, demonstrated that in terms of emotion communication, our 

visualizations are comparable with emoticons and avatars. However, our main visualization based on 

abstract color, motion, and shape proved to be the best in evoking emotions. In addition, in terms of the 

overall user enjoyment, it gave results comparable with emoticons, but better than avatars. 

U. Krčadinac, J. Jovanović, V. Devedžić and P. Pasquier, “Textual affect communication and evocation using 

abstract generative visuals”, IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine Systems, Vol.46, No.3, 2016, pp. 370-

379. 

5. A comparative study of software tools for user story management 

User stories have become widely accepted in agile software development. Consequently, a great number 

of software tools that provide, inter alia, support for practices based on user stories have emerged in 



recent years. These tools may have different features and focus in terms of support for agile requirements 

engineering (RE) concepts and practices. 

S. Dimitrijevic, J. Jovanovic, V Devedzic, “A Comparative Study of Software Tools for User Story 

Management”, Information and Software Technology, Vol.57, 2015, pp. 352-368. 

 


